Indiana University - B.A. in Criminal Justice - Advising Check Sheet (prior to May 2011)

Student Name: ___________________________ Student ID #: __________________ Date: ____________

Requirement / Start Term: _______________ Expected Graduation Date: _______________ Advisor: Andi / Krystie

College GPA (2.000 required): ___________ CJUS Major GPA (2.000 required): ___________ IU Summary GPA: ___________

Please note: This is not a guarantee you will graduate on time! You are responsible for checking your own AAR on OneStart @ http://onestart.iu.edu/my-prd/Portal.do. This planning guide is based on a review of your AAR and reflects the courses you have successfully completed and your current registration and enrollment based on the date listed next your name.

Credit hours earned & currently enrolled in: _______; need: _______

CJUS major_______ (+ major 2_______ + major3_______) + outside

COLL/excess major hours_______ + COLL_______ = __________

( + repeating courses/after 22 allowed outside/excess major) = __________

Repeats/Incompletes:

Only 22 credits are allowed OUTSIDE the COLLEGE (or excess major hours)

(other IUB schools & MIL credit and/or past the 42 credits allowed in a major)

Currently have: ___________ Still allowed: _________

Excess hours which do not count: _________

At least 36 credit hours at 300/400 level; have_______; still need_______

Senior residency: 26 credit hours taken on Bloomington campus during senior status (86 credits +); need: _______

ROTC courses left: 101 102 201 202 301 302 401 402

College of Arts and Sciences Education Requirements (CASE)

Please note: Only use the College of Arts and Sciences bulletin for reference to approved courses for these Distribution Requirements.

Fundamental Skills (2011 bulletin refers to Foundation)

□ English Composition (C- or better)
□ Intensive Writing (IW) (@ IUB) (CJUS?)
□ Math (C- or higher); MSA_______ SAT/ACT_______; ___________
□ Foreign Language (FL) – proficient at the 4th semester level of one language

Distribution Requirements (2011 bulletin refers to Breadth of Inquiry CASE)

(Appx II & III for all Distribution Requirements/CASE Breadth of inquiry areas)

□ 1 Critical Approaches to the Arts & Science (Previously Topics): _______
    (C103=A&H, C104=S&H, C105=N&M) (Appx III)
□ Arts and Humanities (A&H) - 4 courses; still need: _______
□ Social and Historical (S&H) - 4 courses; still need: _______ (CJUS)
□ Natural and Mathematical (N&M) - 4 courses; still need: ______
    (Finite or higher and CJUS-K300 count here)
□ Culture Studies – 2 courses; still need: _______
    (Previously List A & List B; now called DUS and GCC in 2011 bulletin)

Major in CJUS Requirements (Must have C- or better):

□ 27 credits; needed: ______ 12 credits at IUB; needed: ______
□ CJUS P100 ______
□ CJUS P200 ______
□ CJUS P202 ______
□ CJUS P290 ______
□ CJUS K300 (N&M) _______
    (Please check with a CJUS advisor before taking a different stats course)
□ CJUS 400 – 2 courses; still need ______
□ CJUS 300 or 400 – 2 courses; still need ______

Advising notes

Graduation application: □ Yes □ No □ N/A
Senior Check: □ Yes □ No □ N/A
IUPD: □ Yes □ No
ROTC: □ Yes □ No
OVST: □ Yes □ No
Campus/community activities: □ Yes □ No
Graduate school: □ Yes □ No
Law school: □ Yes □ No
Career interest:

Other coursework suggestions:

Other Majors/Minors/Certificates:
(www.college.indiana.edu/undergrad/advising.shtml)
Bachelor of Arts Degree Requirements with a major in Criminal Justice

*Start date before May 2011*

To certify into the College of Arts and Sciences: 26 hours earned, English Composition completed, and at least a 2.000 GPA is needed. College & major GPA needs to be at least a 2.000

Credit hours needed: **122** total hours with at least **36 of them at the 300/400 level** (26 credit hours must be taken on the Bloomington campus during your senior status (from the time you reach 86 hours (registered and earned) to 122 hours); and **Only 22 can be taken outside the College of Arts and Sciences** (this includes credit from all other schools on this campus, military credit, ROTC credit & major hours past 42 credits)]

College of Arts and Sciences Education

Fundamental Skills ( Foundations): English Composition requirement (C- or higher needed); Intensive Writing course (grade requirement determined by instructor) these can vary from semester to semester. Please check the IW listing on our blog page when looking for an option for registration purposes. www.iubcijus.blogspot.com (View by semester date under “Academic Links” on the right-hand-side of the blog website); Math Fundamental Skills requirement (finite=M118, A118, or D116/D117) (Based on your MSA and SAT/ACT scores, we can make a recommendation of which math course(s) to take) (C- or higher needed); and Foreign Language requirement (Proficiency at the 4th semester level in one language; grade requirement determined by language department).

Distribution Requirements (CASE Breadth of Inquiry) (passing grade required; if counting towards major, minor, certificate, check with specific department): Critical Approaches to Arts and Sciences(CAPP) (previously the Topics course) (C103 =A&H; C104=S&H; C105=N&M) (CAPP courses in Appendix III in the bulletin: http://www.iu.edu/~bulletin/iub/college/2011-2012/course-designations/appendix-3.shtml); Four Arts and Humanities (A&H); Four Social and Historical (S&H) (This can be completed by your CJUS major); Four Natural and Mathematical (N&M) (CJUS-K300 & Finite count here) (A&H, S&H, and N&M courses in Appendix II in the bulletin: http://www.iu.edu/~bulletin/iub/college/2011-2012/course-designations/appendix-2.shtml; and Two Culture Studies (previously one from list A, the second from either list A or B NOW one from Diversity in the US and one from Global Civilizations and Cultures) (DUS/GCC) (Culture Studies courses in Appendix I in the bulletin: http://www.iu.edu/~bulletin/iub/college/2011-2012/course-designations/appendix-1.shtml.

CJUS Major Requirements

27 hours; C- or higher needed. Please check with a CJUS advisor for approved substitutions prior to taking a course.

CJUS-P100 Introduction to Criminal Justice; CJUS-P200 Theories of Crime and Deviance; CJUS-P202 Law and Social Science; CJUS-P290 The Nature of Inquiry; CJUS-K300 Techniques of Data Analysis; Two CJUS courses at the 300 or 400 level (One course may be taken from the approved optional course list in the most recent bulletin and count as a CJUS elective course. Please note: only 1 approved non-CJUS course can count in the major and double majors in disciplines that require stats cannot use this approved optional course option. Please note: any SOC double majors that take both SOC-S370 & SOC-S371 in place of our methods & stats, will need to take a third CJUS course at the 300 or 400 levels. Please note: CJUSP-300 and CJUS-P493 are each repeatable with varying topics/seminars up to three times, for a total of 9 credit hours earned.); and Two CJUS courses specifically at the 400 level.

Please note: You can major in up to three disciplines and minor in up to three disciplines (along with any certificate(s) you may be working on) to meet the BA degree requirements. If you are pursuing two degrees, like a BA and the BS in the College, you can actually pursue 4 total majors and 6 minors, and any certificate(s) you may be working on! Diversifying yourself and maximizing your academic experience is important and possible!